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	Title of Poster: Exploratory Problem Solving in Captive Raccoons (Procyon lotor)
	Author Names: Hannah J. Griebling, Shylo Johnson, Amy T. Gilbert, Sarah Benson-Amram
	Abstract No more than 250 words Both the abstract and the poster will be published on the Forestry website: Foragers who explore various resource patches may obtain information that will improve future foraging performance in heterogeneous, urban environments; however, learning and information gathering can come at the cost of exploiting known, reliable resources. This exploration-exploitation trade-off has not yet been considered in a problem-solving context. The propensity of an animal to explore and innovate solutions to novel problems to use new resources may have adaptive value in rapidly changing urban habitats, while coming with the cost of not exploiting known resources. Studies of innovation traditionally require animals to find new solutions to a problem once known solutions are unavailable. In this study we instead asked whether raccoons would innovate solutions while known solutions remain available. In addition, we asked whether raccoons would continue to innovate as solution difficulty level became more challenging. We predicted that, in accordance with the exploration-exploitation trade-off, raccoons would be more likely to solve multiple solutions on a puzzle box when the solutions were at a lower difficulty level, since there is a lower time and effort cost to solving these problems. Captive raccoons were given a multiple-solution puzzle box and were allowed to explore and solve 3 Easy, Medium, and Hard solutions. Fourteen raccoons solved multiple solutions regardless of difficulty level, but were more likely to solve multiple solutions at the Easy level. This study uses a novel cognitive paradigm to provide insights into the exploration-exploitation trade-off in a problem-solving context and understanding of a successful urban mammal’s cognitive adaptations to heterogeneous urban habitats. 


